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On the limit configuration of four species
strongly competing systems
Flavia Lanzara and Eugenio Montefusco
Abstract. We analysed some qualitative properties of the limit configuration
of the solutions of a reaction-diffusion system of four competing species as
the competition rate tends to infinity. Large interaction induces the spatial
segregation of the species and only two limit configurations are possible: ei-
ther there is a point where four species concur, a 4-point, or there are two
points where only three species concur. We characterized, for a given datum,
the possible 4-point configuration by means of the solution of a Dirichlet prob-
lem for the Laplace equation.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 35J65; 35Bxx; 92D25.
Keywords. Spatial segregation, Competition-Diffusion system, Pattern forma-
tion.
1. Introduction and setting of the problem
In ecology, the competitive exclusion principle (also known as Gause’s law) is the
proposition that two (or more) species competing exactly for the same limiting
resource cannot coexist at constant population values: if one specie has even the
slightest advantage over another, the one with the advantage will dominate in the
long term. This leads either to the extinction of the weaker competitors or to an
evolutionary or behavioral shift toward a different ecological niche. The principle
has been synthetized in the statement complete competitors cannot coexist. Ac-
cording to the competitive exclusion principle, many competing species cannot
coexist under very strong competition, but when spatial movements are permit-
ted more than one species can coexist thanks to the segregation of their habitats.
For a theoretical discussion and some experimental results see [10, 12].
From a mathematical viewpoint the determination of the configuration of
the habitat segregation for some populations is an interesting problem which can
be modelled by an optimal (in a suitable sense) partition of a domain, for exam-
ple in the papers [4, 5, 6, 7, 14] the problem is studied modelling the interspecies
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competition with a large interaction term in an elliptic system of partial differen-
tial equations inspired by classical models in populations dynamics. In [3, 8] the
problem is modelled as a Cauchy problem for a parabolic system of semilinear
partial differential equations describing the dynamics of the densities of differ-
ent species. Starting from the quoted papers we want to tackle the segregation
problem of 4 species in a planar region. Note that in the evolution works, in par-
ticular [8], it is proved that some populations can vanish under the competition
of other species, moreover in [3] the authors are able to estimate the number of
the long-term surviving populations.
Let D ⊆ n be an open bounded, simply connected domain with smooth
boundary ∂D and consider the competition-diffusion system of k differential
equations 
−∆ui (x)=−µui (x)
∑
j,i
u j (x) in D ,
ui (x)≥ 0 in D ,
ui (x)=φi (x) on ∂D .
i = 1, ...,k (1.1)
This system governs the steady states of k competing species coexisting in the
same domain D . Any ui represents a population density and the parameter µ
determines the interaction strength between the populations.
The datum Φ= (φ1, ...,φk ) is called admissible if any function φi ∈ H 1/2(∂D) (for
i = 1, ...,k) is nonnegative, positive in a nonempty arc, and such that φi ·φ j = 0
a.e. in ∂D for i , j .
Moreover, if n = 2, we will assume that φi ∈W 1,∞(∂D), that the sets {φi > 0} are
nonempty, open connected arcs and that the function
∑k
i=1φi vanishes exactly in
k points of ∂D (the endpoints of the φi ’s supports).
If Φ is admissible, the existence of positive solutions of (1.1) for any positive µ is
proved in [5] using Leray-Schauder degree theory. The uniqueness is proved in
[17], using the sub- and super-solution method.
Let define the class of segregated densities
U =

U = (u1, ...,uk ) ∈ (H 1(D))k : ui =φi on ∂D
ui ≥ 0 in D
ui ·u j = 0 for i , j a.e. in D

and the class
S =
{
U = (u1, ...,uk ) ∈U : −∆ui ≤ 0 in D
−∆(ui −∑ j,i u j )≥ 0 in D
}
.
Let U (µ) = (u1,µ, ...,uk,µ) be the solution of (1.1) for every µ> 0. In [5] it is proved
that there exists U = {u¯1, ..., u¯k } ∈U such that, up to subsequences, ui ,µ −→ u¯i in
H 1(D) andS contains all the asymptotic limits of (1.1) that is U ∈S .
The uniqueness of the limit solution of (1.1) as µ→+∞ was proved in [5]
in the case k = 2 and in [7] in the case of k = 3 and in dimension 2. Specifically,
the authors prove that the class S consists of one element. In [17] it is proved
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that S consists of one element also in the case of arbitrary dimension and arbi-
trary number of species. A different proof of uniqueness of the limit configura-
tion, based on the maximum principle and on the qualitative properties of the
elements ofS , is given in [2].
Now consider the energy functional associated with k species
E(U )=
k∑
i=1
∫
D
|∇ui (x)|2d x
in the class of all possible segregated states subject to some boundary and posi-
tivity conditions. It is shown in [6] that the problem
find U ∈U such that E(U )=min
V ∈U
E(V ) (1.2)
admits a unique solution, which belongs to S ⊆ U . It follows that the unique
minimal energy configuration shares with the limit states of (1.1) the common
property of belonging to S . Specifically, the element of S is the critical point
(in the weak sense) of the energy functional E(U ) among all segregated states,
subject to the same boundary and positivity conditions.
The aim of this note is to study the case of four species in a planar smooth
domain (i.e. the case k = 4 and n = 2 in (1.1)), in particular we are interested in
the description and some qualitative properties of the limiting configuration.
2. Some known results
Suppose that D is a simply connected domain in 2. Due to the conformal in-
variance of the problem, with no loss of generality we can assume
D =B(O,1)= {x = (x1, x2) ∈2 : |x| < 1}
and consider the class
S =
{
U = (u1,u2,u3,u4) ∈ (H 1(D))4 : ui ≥ 0 in D, ui =φi on ∂D
ui ·u j = 0 for i , j ,−∆ui ≤ 0,−∆
(
ui −∑ j,i u j )≥ 0 in D
}
.
The study of S provides the understanding of the segregated states of 4 species
induced by strong competition. IfΦ= (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) is an admissible datum then
φi , i = 1, ...,4, are positive in their supports, the sets {φi > 0} ⊂ ∂D are open con-
nected arcs and φ=∑4i=1φi vanishes at exactly four points of ∂D , the endpoints
p1, p2, p3, p4 in anticlockwise order.
In the following we will denote by U both the quadruple (u1,u2,u3,u4) and
the function
∑4
i=1 ui . For any U ∈S define the nodal regions
ωi = {x ∈D : ui (x)> 0} i = 1, ...,4 ,
the multiplicity of a point x ∈D with respect to U :
m(x)= #{i : |ωi ∩Br (x)| > 0 ∀r > 0}
where Br (x)= {p ∈2 : |p−x| < r } and the interfaces between two densities
Γi j = ∂ωi ∩∂ω j ∩ {x ∈D : m(x)= 2} .
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We say thatωi andω j are adjacent if Γi j ,;. Let us summarize the basic proper-
ties of the elements U ∈S :
(s1)
∑4
i=1 ui ∈W 1,∞(D) ([6, Theorem 8.4]). It follows that ui ∈ C (D), ωi is open
and x ∈ωi implies m(x)= 1;
(s2) each ωi is connected and each Γi j is either empty or a connected arc start-
ing from the boundary ([7, Remark 2.1]);
(s3) ui is harmonic inωi ; ui−u j is harmonic in D \∪h,i , jωh [6, Proposition 6.3];
(s4) if x0 ∈D such that m(x0)= 2 then ([6, Remark 6.4 ])
lim
ωi3y→x0
∇ui (y)=− lim
ω j3y→x0
∇u j (y);
(s5) if x0 ∈D such that m(x0)= 2 then ∇U (x0), 0 and the set {x : m(x)= 2} is lo-
cally a C 1-curve through x0 ending either at points with higher multiplicity,
or at the boundary ∂D [6, Lemma 9.4];
(s6) if x0 ∈D such that m(x0)≥ 3 then |∇U (x)|→ 0, as x → x0 [6, Theorem 9.3];
(s7) the set {x : m(x)≥ 3} consists of a finite number of points [6, Lemma 9.11];
(s8) if x0 ∈D with m(x0)= h ≥ 3 then there exists θ ∈ (−pi,pi] such that
U (r,θ)= r h/2
∣∣∣∣cos(h2 (θ+θ0)
)∣∣∣∣+o(r h/2) (2.1)
as r → 0, where (r,θ) is a system of polar coordinates around x0 [6, Theorem
9.6].
Remark 2.1. The asymptotic formula in (s8) describes the behavior of U in a
neighborhood of a multiple point in D . As a consequence, at multiple point U ∈
S shares the angle in equal parts. This property does not hold true if U ∈S has
a multiple point p on the boundary ∂D . Consider the harmonic function
Ψ(x1, x2)= (x2− (x1+1))
(
x2+ (2+
p
3)(x1+1)
)(
x2+ (2−
p
3)(x1+1)
)
which nodal lines are represented in the following figure.
p1
p3
p2
p4
γ1
γ3
γ2
γ4
FIGURE 1. One 4-point on the boundary.
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On the boundary of the unit diskΨ vanishes in p1 = (−1,0), p2,3 = (∓
p
3/2,−1/2),
p4 = (0,1). Denote by γi the arcs of positivity of Ψ|∂D and by ωi the sets of posi-
tivity ofΨ between γi and the lines whereΨ vanishes. If we assumeφi =Ψ on γi ,
i = 1, ...,4, then Φ = (φ1,φ2,φ2,φ4) is an admissible datum. Defining ui = |Ψ| in
ωi , then U = (u1,u2,u3,u4) has in p1 ∈ ∂D a 4-point, that is a point with multiplic-
ity 4, and it can be easily seen that the angles between the interfaces are different
(see also figure 1).
On the contrary the function U (x1, x2)= |x1x2| belongs toS and has at the origin
an interior point with multiplicity 4 with orthogonal nodal lines.
Note that in paper [15] it is considered a segregation model in which the compe-
tition between the species is not symmetric, in that case the authors are able to
prove that the multiple points cannot occur on the boundary of the domain.
3. Main results and proofs
Define the set of points of multiplicity greater than or equal to h ∈
Zh(U )= {x ∈D : m(x)≥ h} .
The setZh(U ) consists of isolated points [6, Theorem 9.13].
Proposition 3.1. Let U ∈S , then only one of the following statement is satisfied
i.Z3(U ) consists of one point aU ∈D such that m(aU )= 4,
ii.Z3(U ) consists of two points aU ,bU ∈D, aU , bU , with m(aU )=m(bU )= 3.
Proof. The set Z3(U ) is nonempty. Indeed, if Z3(U ) = ; then the inter-
faces between any two densities do not intersect. Since φ vanishes in exactly 4
points, there are only two interfaces which are nonempty, with endpoints on the
boundary and do not intersect. This contradicts the fact that U defines four nodal
regions.
Let aU ∈ B with m(aU ) = 4. Then any neighborhood of aU contains points of
every ωi , and every non empty Γi j is connected, starts from ∂B and satisfies
Γi j 3 aU . Suppose that there exists bU , aU with m(bU ) ≥ 3. Then bU belongs
to an interface between two densities, say bU ∈ Γ12. It follows that there exists a
neighborhood I of bU such that I ∩ωh , ;, h = 1,2, and I has positive distance
from ωk , k = 3,4. On the other hand, since m(bU )≥ 3, I ∩ωh ,; for three differ-
ent values of h. This contradicts the fact that every ωi is connected.
If there aren’t points with multiplicity 4, then there are at least two points aU , bU
of multiplicity 3. Suppose that there exists cU with m(cU )= 3, cU , aU ,bU . Then
cU belongs to an interface between two densities, for example cU ∈ Γ12. Since
m(cU ) = 3 there exists a neighborhood I of cU such that I ∩ωh ,; for three dif-
ferent values of h, for example h = 1,2,3. Then ω3 is not connected, a contradic-
tion.
Remark 3.2. All the 4-partitions of the disk D generated by the admissible bound-
ary datum Φ= (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) are topologically equivalent to one of the two con-
figurations in figure 2 where stands for an isolated zero of the boundary datum
Φ, is a 3-point and indicates a 4-point.
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FIGURE 2. Configurations with one 4-point (on the left) and
two 3–points (on the right).
In particular the multiple points can also lie on the boundary of D . In figures 1
and 4 we show, respectively, configurations with a 4-point on ∂D and with two 3-
points on ∂D . The multiple points of U lie on D , and it is possible to obtain either
one 4-point or two 3-points.
Consider the boundary value problem{ −∆ψ= 0 in D
ψ=φ on ∂D (3.1)
Theorem 3.3. LetΦ= (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) be an admissible datum. The harmonic func-
tion ψa which solves (3.1) with boundary datum φa = ∑4j=1(−1) jφ j possesses at
most one critical point p in D such that ψa(p)= 0.
Proof. SinceΦ is an admissible datum, the solution of (3.1) with boundary
datum φa vanishes at exactly four points on ∂D , each arc Γ j = {φ j > 0} ⊂ ∂D is
connected and ψa has different signs on adjacent arcs.
Since a harmonic function does not admit closed level lines, the set Γ =
{x ∈D : ψa(x) = 0} has no closed loop. We infer that ψa has alternate positive or
negative sign on 3 or 4 adjacent sets: the nodal components of ψa (see figure 3).
By standard theory of harmonic functions the zero set of ψa around a crit-
ical point at level 0 is made by (at least) 4 half-lines, meeting with equal angles.
We infer that locally around each critical point at level 0 the functionψa defines 4
nodal components. Such components are exactly the 4 nodal regions ofψa , since
we have already pointed out that Γ does not contain closed loop.
As a consequence, if the function ψa has 3 nodal components (figure 3a),
there are no critical points at level 0. If the nodal components of ψa are 4, two
different situations can occur.
1) The setΓ is made by 2 simple arcs with endpoints on the boundary, intersecting
in a point p ∈ D (figure 3b). Let q be a critical point at level 0, with q , p. Then
one can construct a closed Jordan curve passing through p and q , belonging to
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the positivity (or negativity) set of ψa , which disconnects ∂D from a negative (or
positive) nodal components. This is impossible because Γ has no closed loop.
2) The setΓ is made by 4 simple arcs with endpoints on the boundary, intersecting
in p ∈ ∂D (figure 3c). If there exists a critical point q at level 0, with q , p with the
same arguments used in 1) we get a contradiction.
a)
ψa > 0
φ4−φ1
φ2 −φ3
ψa > 0
ψa > 0
b)
φ4−φ1
φ2 −φ3
c)
ψa > 0
φ4−φ1
φ2 −φ3
FIGURE 3. The level set Γ = {x ∈ D : ψa(x) = 0} and the nodal
components of ψa , where the function ψa solves (3.1) with
boundary datum φa =∑4j=1(−1) jφ j . Three different situations
can occur.
Remark 3.4. The existence of a critical point in theorem 3.3 is not guaranteed.
Consider, for example, the harmonic polynomial
ψa(x1, x2)= 4(x21 −x22)+10x1+7
On the boundary of the unit disk
ψa
∣∣
∂D =Φa(θ)= (4cos(θ)+3)(2cos(θ)+1)
Denoting by θ0 ∈ (pi/2,pi) : cos(θ0)=−3/4, we have
Φa(θ)< 0 in (2pi/3,θ0)∪ (−θ0,−2pi/3)
Φa(θ)> 0 in (−2pi/3,2pi/3)∪ (θ0,−θ0)
HenceΦ= |Φa | is admissible and the unique critical point ofψa is (−5/4,0) which
does not belong to D . Conditions which ensure the existence of critical points for
solutions of two dimensional elliptic equation are given in [16] and [1].
Remark 3.5. Recall that all the critical points ofψa in D are always saddle points,
since harmonic functions in D assume local maximum or local minimum only on
the boundary of the ball. If x0 is an internal critical point then, in a neighborhood
of x0, the level line
{
x ∈D :ψa(x)=ψa(x0)
}
is made by 2 simple arcs intersecting
in x0 (see [1, Remark 1.2]).
Proposition 3.6. Let Φ be an admissible datum. If the set S contains a function
U with a 4-point aU in D then U = |ψa |, where ψa is the harmonic function such
that ψa =φa =∑4j=1(−1) jφ j on ∂D.
Proof. Let U be an element of S with a 4-point aU , then there exist three
or four arcs connecting aU to any of the isolated zeros of the boundary datum
(note that there are three arcs if and only if aU ∈ ∂D). Then the function ψa =
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∑4
j=1(−1) j u j is harmonic in D \ {aU } (see [6, Proposition 6.3]), moreover ψa is
bounded so, by Schwarz’s removable singularity principle (see [13, Proposition
11.1]) ψa is harmonic in D and, by construction, U = |ψa | in D and U = |Φa | =Φ
on ∂D .
Proposition 3.7. S contains only solutions of one type. In other words it is not
possible that there exist U ,W ∈ S such that U possesses one 4-point aU and W
possesses two 3-points aW ,bW .
Proof. This statement is an easy consequence of the uniqueness results
contained in [2, 17], however we present here a different proof.
Suppose there exist U ,W ∈S such that U = (u1, ...,u4) possesses one 4-point aU
and W = (w1, ..., w4) possesses two 3-points aW ,bW for an admissible boundary
datum Φ = (φ1, ...,φ4). Since W has two 3-points we can assume that there are
two nodal set having positive distance, without loss of generality we can think
that ωW,1∩ωW,3 =;, where ωW,1 = {x ∈D : w1(x)> 0} and ωW,3 = {x ∈D : w3 > 0}
(see, for example, figure 2). Consider the following functions
w∗ =w1−w2+w3−w4 , ψa = u1−u2+u3−u4 .
By proposition 3.6 we know that ψa is an harmonic function in D such that ψa =
φa on ∂D , moreover w∗ is a superharmonic function, since is a gluing of har-
monic functions which become superharmonic on the arc linking the aW and
bW (see [6, Proposition 6.3], and also [13, Chapter 12]).
Then the function z(x1, x2)=w∗(x1, x2)−ψa(x1, x2), with (x1, x2) ∈D , is a super-
harmonic function such that z(x1, x2)= 0 if (x1, x2) ∈ ∂D , and, by maximum prin-
ciple, it follows z(x1, x2)≥ 0, that is
w∗(x1, x2)≥ψa(x1, x2) ∀(x1, x2) ∈D . (3.2)
Inequality (3.2) implies that the positivity set of ψa is contained in the positivity
set of w∗. Precisely it follows thatωU ,1 ⊆ωW,1 andωU ,3 ⊆ωW,3 and the contradic-
tion is reached since ωU ,1∩ωU ,3 = aU but ωW,1∩ωW,3 =;.
Proposition 3.8. Let U ,W ∈ S be functions with only one 4-point aU , aW ∈ D,
then U =W .
Proof. Assume there exist two different U ,W ∈ S with a 4-point, then
there exits three or four arcs connecting aU to any of the isolated zeros of the
boundary datum (there are three arcs if and only if aU ∈ ∂D), and the same is
true for aW . In any case we can consider the functions ua = ∑4j=1(−1) j u j and
wa =∑4j=1(−1) j w j , by proposition 6.3 in [6], both functions are solution to (3.1)
with boundary datumφa =∑4j=1(−1) jφ j , but it is well known that (3.1) possesses
only one harmonic solution, that is ua ≡wa , and this means that U =W .
Let U ∈S be given with trace Φ= (φ1, ...,φ4) and 3-points on ∂D . The next
proposition shows that, similarly to proposition 3.6, we can construct a harmonic
function closely related to U , which has different signs on adjacent nodal regions.
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Proposition 3.9. Suppose that U ∈S is a configuration with two 3–points on the
boundary, that is there are p, q ∈ ∂D such that m(p) = m(q) = 3. Then we can
construct a harmonic function Ξa such that U = |Ξa | in D.
Proof. We denote by Σ j = {x ∈ ∂D :φ j (x)> 0}, j = 1, ...,4. SinceΦ is admis-
sible we have Σi ∩Σ j = ;, i , j , and ∂D = ∪4j=1Σ j . Two different configurations
are possible (see figure 4) and, in both cases, we construct a function which is al-
ternatively positive and negative on the nodal region of U and is harmonic in D .
a) There exists an index i such that p and q belong to Σi that is φi (p)=φi (q)= 0,
say i = 2. Then there exists j , i such that p, q ∉Σ j , say j = 4 (see figure 4, on the
left). Then the function Ξa = u4 − (u1 +u2 +u3) has different signs on adjacent
nodal regions. By [6, Proposition 6.3], Ξa is harmonic in D \Ω12, in D \Ω13 and
in D \Ω23, whereΩhk =ωh ∪ωk . AsΩ12∩Ω23∩Ω13 = {p, q} we deduce that Ξa is
harmonic in D . By construction, U = |Ξa | in D .
b) p, q do not belong to the same Σi for any i that is they are not consecutive.
Suppose, e.g., that p ∈ Σ1, q ∈ Σ3, (see figure 4, on the right). Then the func-
tion Ξa = u1 + u2 − u3 − u4 has different signs on adjacent nodal regions and,
by [6, Proposition 6.3], Ξa is harmonic in D \Ω23, in D \Ω13 and in D \Ω14. As
Ω23 ∩Ω13 ∩Ω14 = {p, q} we deduce that Ξa is harmonic in D . The function Ξa
solves the problem (3.1) with boundary datumφ1+φ2−φ3−φ4 and, by construc-
tion, U = |Ξa | in D .
φ4φ1
φ2 φ3
p
q
a)
φ4φ1
φ2 φ3
p q
b)
FIGURE 4. Configuration with 3-points on ∂D .
Remark 3.10. If U ∈S produces a 3-points configuration with at least a 3-point
p ∈ D then proposition 3.7 does not hold true. Indeed, since m(p) = 3, there is
a neighborhood I around p such that I ∩ωh , ; for three different values of h,
and three interfaces with endpoint p are not empty. Then it is not possible to
construct an harmonic function Ξa such that U = |Ξa | with different signs on
adjacent nodal regions around p.
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Let us remark that, if p ∈D with m(p)= 4 then
U (r,θ)= r 2 |cos(2(θ+θ0))|+o(r 2)
as r → 0, where (r,θ) is a system of polar coordinates around p. Hence U (p) = 0
and ∇U (p)= 0. Proposition 3.6 can be inverted if p ∈D .
Proposition 3.11. Let Φ be an admissible boundary datum and suppose that the
related harmonic function ψa , solution to (3.1) with boundary datum φa , has a
critical point p ∈ D (a saddle) such that ψa(p) = 0, then p is a 4-point for the
function U = |ψa | ∈S .
Proof. We introduce the transformation
x = Tp (ζ)= ζ+p
pζ+1 . (3.3)
Here we identificate the complex numbers x = x1+ i x2 and ζ = ζ1+ iζ2 with the
points (x1, x2) and (ζ1,ζ2) ∈2, respectively. Tp is a conformal map which maps
the unit disk D into itself such that Tp (∂D)= ∂D and Tp (0)= p. Set
Ψ˜(ζ)=Ψa(Tp (ζ)), Φ˜a(ζ)=Φa(Tp (ζ)) . (3.4)
Then Ψ˜ solves the problem { −∆Ψ˜= 0 in D ,
Ψ˜= Φ˜a on ∂D . (3.5)
Denote by u(ζ)=Re(Tp (ζ)) and v(ζ)= Im(Tp (ζ)). By differentiation we get
∇ζΨ˜(ζ)=
(
∂ζ1 u(ζ) ∂ζ1 v(ζ)
∂ζ2 u(ζ) ∂ζ2 v(ζ)
)
∇xΨ(Tp (ζ)) .
From the relations
∂
∂ζ1
Tp (ζ)= 1−|p|
2
(1+pζ)2
∂
∂ζ2
Tp (ζ)= i 1−|p|
2
(1+pζ)2 .
we obtain (
∂ζ1 u(ζ) ∂ζ1 v(ζ)
∂ζ2 u(ζ) ∂ζ2 v(ζ)
)∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
=
(
(1−|p|2) 0
0 (1−|p|2)
)
.
Hence
∇ζΨ˜(0)=
(
(1−|p|2) 0
0 (1−|p|2)
)
∇xΨa(p) . (3.6)
We can write the Fourier expansion of Ψ˜
Ψ˜(r,θ)= A0
2
+
∞∑
k=1
(Ak cos(kθ)+Bk sin(kθ))r k , ζ= (r,θ) .
The hypothesis Ψ˜(0)=Ψ(p)= 0 implies that A0 = 0 whereas the hypothesis∇xΨ(p)=
(0,0) gives ∇ζΨ˜(0) = (0,0) and then A1 = B1 = 0. Moreover (A2,B2) , (0,0) be-
cause Ψ˜ has exactly four zeroes on the boundary. Therefore U (x) = |Ψa(x)| =
|Ψ˜(T−1p (x))| is nonnegative, satisfies the boundary datumΦa and has exactly four
nodal regions. This function generates an element ofS , with datumΦ and quadru-
ple point p (see also [7, Lemma 3.2]).
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Proposition 3.12. Suppose that Φ = (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) is an admissible datum. The
solution U of the minimum problem (1.2) with admissible datumΦ has a 4-point
in p ∈D if and only if
4∑
j=1
(−1) j
∫
∂D
φ j
(
ζ+p
p ζ+1
)
d sζ = 0, (3.7)
4∑
j=1
(−1) j
∫
∂D
φ j
(
ζ+p
p ζ+1
)
ζr d sζ = 0, r = 1,2. (3.8)
Here we use the notation ζ= ζ1+ iζ2.
Proof. Suppose that U has a 4-point in p ∈D . For proposition 3.6 we have
U = |Ψa | where Ψa solves (3.1) with boundary datum Φa = ∑4j=1(−1) jφ j , and,
by (2.1), U (p)= 0, ∇U (p)= (0,0). Hence ∇Ψa(p)= (0,0). We introduce the trans-
formation (3.3) and define Ψ˜ and Φ˜a according to (3.4). Then Ψ˜ solves (3.5) and,
by hypothesis, the origin is a 4-point for U˜ (ζ) = |Ψ˜(ζ)|. By the Poisson integral
formula
Ψ˜(ζ)= 1−|ζ|
2
2pi
∫
∂D
Φ˜a(η)
|ζ−η|2 d sη (3.9)
and it belongs to C 2(D)∩C 0(D) (cf. [11, (2.27)]). We deduce that
0= Ψ˜(0)= 1
2pi
∫
∂D
Φ˜a(η)
|η|2 d sη =
1
2pi
∫
∂D
Φ˜a(η)d sη = 1
2pi
∫
∂D
Φa(Tp (η))d sη
which gives (3.7). By (3.6) we have ∇Ψ˜(0) = (0,0). By direct differentation of the
Poisson integral
∂
∂ζr
Ψ˜(0)= 1
pi
∫
∂D
Φ˜a(η)ηr d sη = 1
pi
∫
∂D
Φa(Tp (η))ηr d sη = 0, r = 1,2
which gives (3.8).
Conversely, suppose that (3.7) and (3.8) are valid. Let Ψa be the solution of
(3.1) with boundary datumΦa =∑4j=1(−1) jφ j . Then the function Ψ˜(ζ)=Ψa(Tp (ζ))
solves (3.5) and is given by (3.9). By (3.7) we have
Ψ˜(0)= 1
2pi
∫
∂D
Φa(Tp (η))d sη = 0.
HenceΨa(p)=Ψa(Tp (0))= Ψ˜(0)= 0.
Moreover, by (3.8),
∂
∂ζs
Ψ˜(0)= 1
pi
∫
∂D
Φ˜a(η)ηs d sη = 1
pi
∫
∂D
Φa(Tp (η))ηr d sη = 0, r = 1,2.
From (3.6) we get
∇xΨa(p)=
(
(1−|p|2)−1 0
0 (1−|p|2)−1
)
∇ζΨ˜(0)= (0,0) .
For proposition 3.11 we conclude that the function U = |Ψa | posses a 4-point and
belongs toS .
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Remark 3.13. Conditions (3.7),(3.8) imply that an admissible datum generates
a 4-point configuration if and only if 3 integral conditions are satisfied. These
conditions identify three hyperplanes in the space W 1,∞(∂D), then the boundary
data which generate a 4-point configuration form (at most) a codimension 3 set
in the space of admissible data.
If p is the origin, proposition 3.12 can be formulated as follows
Corollary 3.14. Let Φ = (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) be an admissible boundary datum. Then
U = |ψa |, whereψa is the solution of (3.1) with boundary datumφa , has a 4-point
in the origin if and only if∫
∂D
φa(y)d sy = 0 and
∫
∂D
y jφ
a(y)d sy = 0 j = 1,2 (3.10)
where φa =∑4j=1(−1) jφ j .
Remark 3.15. It is easy to verify that conditions (3.10) hold if the admissible da-
tumΦ= (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4) satisfies the following symmetry conditions
φ2(x1, x2)=φ1(−x1, x2) φ3(x1, x2)=φ1(−x1,−x2) φ4(x1, x2)=φ1(x1,−x2)
for any x = (x1, x2) ∈ ∂D .
Proposition 3.12 gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the datum
such that the solution of the minimum problem (1.2) generates a 4-point con-
figuration with the quadruple point p ∈ D and suggests that the most probable
configurations in nature are the one with 3–points. However a 4-point configura-
tion can be obtained as limit of 3–points configurations (see Remark 3.13). This is
a consequence of the continuously dependence of the minimum in (1.2) on the
boundary data (cf. [6, Theorem 3.2]). In fact we expect that, generically, the limit
configuration has two 3–points, with respect to a suitable measure in the space
of the admissible boundary data.
Proposition 3.16. Let U = (u1,u2,u3,u4) be the solution of the minimum prob-
lem (1.2) with admissible datumΦ= (φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4), which generates a configura-
tion with the 4-point q ∈D, then there exists ε0 > 0 and a continuum of functions
U (ε) = (u(ε)1 ,u(ε)2 , u(ε)3 ,u(ε)4 ) belonging to a class of segregated states, with admissible
boundary datum, such that
i. U (ε) is a two 3–points configuration, for any ε ∈ (0,ε0),
ii. u(ε)j → u j in H 1(D), j = 1, ...,4, as ε→ 0.
Proof. Let Φ˜ be an admissible datum which vanishes on the boundary ∂D
in the same points ofΦ and such that the solution of the minimum problem (1.2)
with boundary condition Φ˜ generates a configuration with 3-points t1, t2 ∈ D .
One amongΦ±εΦ˜ is admissible for any ε> 0. Let us assume thatΦ(ε) =Φ+εΦ˜ is
admissibile. Letψ,ψ˜ andψ(ε) be the solutions of (3.1) with boundary dataΦa ,Φ˜a
andΦa +εΦ˜a , respectively. It is obvious that ψ(ε) =ψ+εψ˜.
If the solution U (ε) of (1.2) with boundary datum Φ(ε) has a 4-point Q ∈ D then,
for proposition 3.6, U (ε) = |ψ(ε)| and
ψ(ε)(Q)= 0, ∇ψ(ε)(Q)= (0,0) . (3.11)
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FIGURE 5. Level lines of the approximate solutions of (1.1) with
4 differential equations and for large µ, showing a 4-point con-
figuration (on the left) and a two 3-points configuration (on the
right).
If Q = q thenψ(Q)= 0,∇ψ(Q)= (0,0) but at least one among ψ˜(Q)= 0 and∇ψ˜(Q)=
(0,0) is not valid (because Q is not a 4-point for U˜ = |ψ˜|). Hence (3.11) doesn’t hold
and we get a contradiction. It follows that Q , q .
If ψ(Q) , 0 and ψ˜(Q) = 0 then ψ(ε)(Q) = ψ(Q) , 0. Hence Q cannot be a 4-point
for U (ε). If ψ(Q)= 0 then ∇ψ(Q), (0,0) (because Q is not a 4-point for |ψ|). Since
∇ψ(ε)(Q)=∇ψ(Q)+ε∇ψ˜(Q) there exists ε0 > 0 such that ∇ψ(ε)(Q), (0,0) for any
ε< ε0. It follows that U (ε) cannot generate a configuration with a 4-point if ε< ε0.
For proposition 3.1 U (ε) has two 3-points.
We have Φ(ε)−Φ = εΦ˜→ 0 in H 1/2(∂D). For the continuous dependence of U (ε)
on the boundary data ([6, Theorem 3.2]) the result follows.
4. Some numerical examples
In [5] it is proved that the unique solution (see [17]) of the elliptic systems (1.1)
converges to the solution of the segregation problem as µ→+∞ and, at least for
k = 2 species, the rate of the convergence is µ−1/6. Using this result we provide
numerical simulations of solutions of the system (1.1) with 4 differential equa-
tions and for large µ. Thanks to the FreeFEM++ software (a simple and powerful
partial differential equation numerical solver, see [9]) we can obtain nodal parti-
tions showing a 4-point solution (figure 5, on the left) and a two 3-points solution
(figure 5, on the right).
The pictures 5, reflecting the model configurations in figure 2, show some level
lines of the approximate solutions of (1.1) with 4 equations and for large µ. The
function on the left side is the solution obtained with the boundary dataφi (x1, x2)=
15|x1x2| for i = 1, ...,4 and µ = 100, the picture on the right is obtained choosing
φi (x1, x2) = 7|x1x2| for i = 1,3, φi (x1, x2) = 15|x1x2| for i = 2,4 and µ = 100. For
the interested reader we include the FreeFEM++ script which produces the two
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3-points configuration above.
real R=1;
border gamma1(t=0,pi/2){x=R*cos(t);y=R*sin(t);};
border gamma2(t=pi/2,pi){x=R*cos(t);y=R*sin(t);};
border gamma3(t=pi,3*pi/2){x=R*cos(t);y=R*sin(t);};
border gamma4(t=3*pi/2,2*pi){x=R*cos(t);y=R*sin(t);};
mesh disk=buildmesh(gamma1(50)+gamma2(50)+gamma3(50)+gamma4(50));
plot(disk,wait=1);
fespace H(disk,P2);
H u1,u2,u3,u4,v1,v2,v3,v4,uold1=0,uold2=0,uold3=0,uold4=0,uT;
real mu=100;
real al=7,bt=15,ga=7,dt=15;
func f1=al*abs(x*y);
func f2=bt*abs(x*y);
func f3=ga*abs(x*y);
func f4=dt*abs(x*y);
problem segregazione(u1,u2,u3,u4,v1,v2,v3,v4)=
int2d(disk)(dx(u1)*dx(v1)+dy(u1)*dy(v1))
+int2d(disk)(dx(u2)*dx(v2)+dy(u2)*dy(v2))
+int2d(disk)(dx(u3)*dx(v3)+dy(u3)*dy(v3))
+int2d(disk)(dx(u4)*dx(v4)+dy(u4)*dy(v4))
+int2d(disk)(mu*u1*(uold2+uold3+uold4)*v1)
+int2d(disk)(mu*u2*(uold1+uold3+uold4)*v2)
+int2d(disk)(mu*u3*(uold2+uold1+uold4)*v3)
+int2d(disk)(mu*u4*(uold2+uold3+uold1)*v4)
+on(gamma1,u1=f1)+on(gamma2,u1=0)+on(gamma3,u1=0)+on(gamma4,u1=0)
+on(gamma1,u2=0)+on(gamma2,u2=f2)+on(gamma3,u2=0)+on(gamma4,u4=0)
+on(gamma1,u3=0)+on(gamma2,u3=0)+on(gamma3,u3=f3)+on(gamma4,u3=0)
+on(gamma1,u4=0)+on(gamma2,u4=0)+on(gamma3,u4=0)+on(gamma4,u4=f4);
real N=20;
for(real t=1;t<N;t+=1){
segregazione;
uold1=u1;
uold2=u2;
uold3=u3;
uold4=u4;
cout <<t<<endl;}
uT=u1+u2+u3+u4;
plot (uT,value=true,wait=true,fill=false,nbiso=80,grey=true);
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5. Conclusions
The steady state of k competing species coexisting in the same area is governed
by the competing-diffusion system (1.1). Large interaction induces the spatial
segregation of the species in the limit configuration as µ tends to +∞, that is dif-
ferent densities have disjoint support. We analysed the behaviour of the solutions
in the case of 4 competing species as the competition rate tends to infinity and
we proved that only two configurations are possible: or the interfaces between
components meet in a 4-point that is a point where four components concur, or
the interfaces between components meet in two 3-points, that is points where
only three components concur (see figure 5).
We characterized, for a given datum, the possible 4-point configuration by
means of the solution of a Dirichlet problem for the Laplace equation. We gave
necessary and sufficient conditions on the datum which generates a 4-point which
suggest that the most probable configurations in nature are those with 3-points.
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